The Phrasal Verbs of To Give Exercise
A Join the phrasal verbs with their meaning and then translate them.

Phrasal Verb

Translation

Meaning

1To give away

.... a  distribute

...............................................

2To give back

.... b  surrender

...............................................

3 To give in

.... c  return something

...............................................

4To give out

.... d  give for free

...............................................

5To give up (1)

.... e  stop doing something

...............................................

6To give up (2)

.... f  stop trying

...............................................

B Fill the gaps with one of the words in brackets.
1

Give me ............................. my mobile. You’ve been talking for ages!!! ( away/back )

2

They're giving ............................. a free beach towel with every 20,000 cans of cola you
buy! ( away/up )

3

Don't give .............................. Keep trying. ( away/up )

4

Sam didn't want to help so we all tried to persuade him and in the end he gave
.............................. ( away/in )

5

It's difficult to give ............................. bad habits. ( away/up )

6

The fire gave ............................. a tremendous heat. ( away/out )

7

It was a very difficult problem. In the end I gave ............................. and found somebody to
help me. ( away/up )

8

Our boss is mean. He never gives ............................. anything. ( away/up )

9

Do you know the answer or do you give .............................? ( away/up )

10

I've got a small electric heater but it doesn't give ............................. much heat. ( away/out )

11

We spent all Saturday morning giving ............................. information leaflets about the
concert. (up/out)

12

Remember to give my pen ............................. when you’ve finished with it. ( away/back )

13

Your army is nearly all destroyed. Do you give .............................? ( away/in )
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Answers
A
1  d; 2  c, 3  b, 4  a, 5 – e/f, 6  e/f
B
1 Give me back my mobile. You’ve been talking for ages!!! ( away/back )
2 They're giving away a free beach towel with every 20,000 cans of cola you buy! ( away/up )
3 Don't give up. Keep trying. ( away/up )
4 Sam didn't want to help so we all tried to persuade him and in the end he gave in. ( away/in )
5 It's difficult to give up bad habits. ( away/up )
6 The fire gave out a tremendous heat. ( away/out )
7 It was a very difficult problem. In the end I gave up and found somebody to help me. ( away/up )
8 Our boss is mean. He never gives away anything. ( away/up )
9 Do you know the answer or do you give up? ( away/up )
10 I've got a small electric heater but it doesn't give out much heat. ( away/out )
11 We spent all Saturday morning giving out information leaflets about the concert. (up/out)
12 Remember to give my pen back when you’ve finished with it. ( away/back )
13 Your army is nearly all destroyed. Do you give in? ( away/in )
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